
Know What You Did Last Summer: A Bone-
Chilling Tale of Guilt, Revenge, and a Killer
Secret
Prepare to be haunted by the chilling tale of "Know What You Did Last
Summer," a gripping thriller that will keep you on the edge of your seat until
the very last page. This classic novel by renowned author Lois Duncan is a
masterpiece of suspense, exploring the dark consequences of a deadly
secret that binds a group of teenagers together forever.

A Haunting Secret, a Twisted Game

It all begins on a fateful summer night when four teenagers—Julie, Helen,
Ray, and Barry—are involved in a hit-and-run accident that claims the life of
a young boy. Scared and desperate, they decide to cover up their crime,
vowing never to speak of it again.
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But as the summer progresses, a mysterious fisherman begins to torment
them, leaving cryptic notes and threatening messages that reveal he knows
their secret. Fear gnaws at their minds as they realize the truth: someone is
out for revenge.

Guilt, Betrayal, and the Bonds of Friendship

"Know What You Did Last Summer" is not just a story about murder and
revenge. It is a profound exploration of guilt, betrayal, and the complex
bonds of friendship. As the teenagers struggle to live with the weight of
their secret, their relationships begin to unravel.

Julie, the once-popular cheerleader, becomes withdrawn and haunted by
nightmares. Helen, the ambitious artist, grapples with her guilt and the fear
of being exposed. Ray, the star football player, finds himself consumed by
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anger and paranoia. And Barry, the shy and sensitive loner, becomes
increasingly isolated as the truth threatens to destroy his life.

A Master of Suspense

Lois Duncan is a master of suspense, and her writing in "Know What You
Did Last Summer" is both chilling and compelling. She weaves a complex
web of deceit, suspicion, and terror, gradually building tension until the
reader is on the verge of collapse.

Duncan's characters are complex and relatable, flawed and deeply human.
Their struggles, fears, and motivations are rendered with such authenticity
that they come to life on the page, haunting the reader long after the novel
is finished.

A Timeless Classic

"Know What You Did Last Summer" has become a timeless classic,
inspiring numerous adaptations, including a popular film franchise. Its
themes of guilt, revenge, and the fragility of friendship continue to resonate
with readers of all ages.

Whether you are a seasoned thriller enthusiast or a newcomer to the
genre, "Know What You Did Last Summer" is a must-read. Prepare to be
captivated by this chilling tale that will linger in your thoughts long after you
turn the final page.

Free Download Your Copy Today!

Experience the chilling suspense of "Know What You Did Last Summer"
today. Free Download your copy now and immerse yourself in a world of



secrets, betrayal, and revenge. You won't be able to put it down until you
unravel the killer truth.

Free Download Now
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